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ABSTRACT 

Full mission simulators have proven benefits for ship handling training in real 
time on fully equipped bridges throughout the last decades. In parallel the training in 
manned (or better "crewed") ship models has emerged where the trainee sits onboard 
the small scaled boats. The benefits of the scaled model training is that the time is also 
scaled and therefore the exercises with а model ration 1 :25 need only one fifth of the 
time of exercises on а real training vessel or in а full mission simulator. 

In order to take advantage of this time saving approach an investigation were made 
to model an existing simulator ship (container vessel of 2500 TEU) as а small scaled 
duplicate 1 :25 in а Shiphandling simulator. The main parameters of the large model 
were changed according to the scale ratio as а basic setup for the small.model. Series of 
simulations were made to adjust the manoeuvring characteristics for suitaЫe similarity. 
For these procedures professional tools SIMOPT and SIMDAT were used for fast time 
simulation and for automatic assessment of the simulation results. 

As test bed for this new approach а specific training area setup was used represent · 
ing several parallel course manoeuvres passages and return manoeuvres similar to per
son over board manoeuvres at the Maritime Simulation Centre Warnemuende (MSCW) 
of Wismar University. This setup was successfully used during the investigations in an 
IAМU project on Shiphandling training with manned models on а lake and on board 
the Ьig training vessel of Gdynia Maritime Academy in Poland. 

As а result it turned out that some parts of the basic Shiphandling training exercises 
can Ье done more efficiently in less time than before. The results clearly indicate that 
the students' experiences made with the small scaled model could Ье transferred to the 
original scaled ship successfully. 
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i. Introduction and aim of this paper

i.i. Origin of the Idea -the IAMU Training

Workshopin ILAWAandExperiences

Full mission simulators have proven benefits for ship handling training in real
time on fully equipped bridges throughout the last decades. In parallel the training in
manned(or better "crewed") ship models has emerged where the trainee sits onboard
the small scaled boats. The benefits of the scaled model training is that the time is also
scaled and therefore the exercises with a model ration 1 :25 need only one fifth of the
time of exercises on a real training vessel or in a full mission simulator. An IAMUre-
search project "Analysis of effectiveness and efficiency of MET in Shiphandling" started
in 2006 to compare and to analyse several training methods in small manned ship
models, in Shiphandling simulator and on training ships in order to find out the benefits
of the approaches.

Within this project a workshop for shiphandling training in 2006 was excellently
organized by the Maritime University of Gdynia, Poland. Students from the 4 project
partners Maritime Universities (apart from Gdynia they camefrom Wismar University,
from Odesa National Maritime Academy and from Maine Maritime Academy). The
Ship Handling Research and Training Centre at Ilawa, Poland was hosting the first
part of the workshop with the manned models: This centre has been coaching masters
and pilots for more than 20 years in manned models of different ship types. For the
students' exercise in the workshop a LNG-Tankership model Figure 1 was used, which
had to be steered through a buoyed waterway, specifically in a series of "Parallel Course
Manoeuvre"and Williamson Turns at both ends to be seen in Figure 2.

Figure 1: StudentKarina Wieselerfrom Figure 2: Track of the ship model (dotted
WismarUniversity on the bridge of the LNG green line) during "Parallel Course
tanker model during berthing manoeuvre Manoeuvre"(Result ofStudentNicole

at Ilawa Training Centre Schnellfrom Wismar University)
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During this test it turned out that the training in the small manned models is
faster than the training in full mission simulator and much faster than on the train-
ing vessel. Therefore the idea was born to transfer the advantage of smaller time
consumption of the exercises with the small scaled ship models to simulator training
facilities. The German team of the project came to the conclusion to model a small
scaled simulator ship in the Shiphandling simulator of the MSCWand to make some
tests on the suitability and efficiency which will be described in the following part
of the paper.

1.2. Short Overview of MSCW/ SHS As Test Bed
for the NewTraining Approach

The Maritime Simulation Centre Warnemuende at Wismar University, Department
of Maritime Studies in Rostock-Warnemuende accommodates six simulators embrac-
ing a commonnetwork and comprised of four ship-handling bridge systems with dif-
fering levels of equipment, a ship's engine system and a VTS simulation facility. The
interaction of many of the simulators can be interfaced either mutually or to form a big
scenario comprising all simulators (Benedict 2000).

The Ship handling Simulator (SHS) comprises four bridges: Bridge 1 consists of a
fully integrated replica bridge assembly projector-based 360° visual display, Bridge 2
has a similar 25 7° visual display system which can be specifically used for manoeuvring
a ship from bridge wing, the remaining two bridges 3 and 4 are used mainly as radar
cabins, each being additionally equipped with 120° visual display screens. A lab with
four stations for computer-based Instructorless Training (ILT) completes the setup for
effective ship handling training.

Figure 3: Full Mission Bridge Simulator with CVBALTIC (left) ad Instructorless
Training Station for Shiphandling (right) at the MSCWofWismar University
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Specifically the Instructorless Training Stations should be used for the experiments
with the small scale models because they are generally used to prepare for the training
in the full mission simulators and excellently suitable.

2.tuning of a small scaled ship mod-
el in the Ship Handling Simulator

2.i. Selection of Ship Type, Vessel DataandCalculation
of the ModelShip Parameters and Coefficients

As sample ship a 2500 TEU container vessel Type BALTIC was selected from the
ship handling simulator database. It is excellently modelled to the original full sized
ship and often used in the training sessions as well as highly accepted by the master and
pilot trainees. Her length is LOA=220 mand the service speed about 20 kn.

The basis of the calculations is the geometrical similarity of the ship and the model-
the aim is the similarity in manoeuvring behaviour. Froude's similarity laws (which is
also the basis of regular ship model tests in reality) were used, examples:
a) G eo m e trica l sim ila rity :

I . = l * I ~ In d ex s: sh ip ; In dex m : scaled m o d el

T h is resu lts in e .g . I : scale factor (e.g. 2 4 ); L : l

A s = l 2 * A m an d A : area

V = 1 * * V . V : v o lu m e

b ) K in em atical sim ilarity :

t, = J ¥ * t_ w h ich resu lts in e .g . t: tim e

= J T * v ^ v : sp e ed

c) D y n am ical sim ilari ty :

F = ¥ 3 * F r F : fo rces

p = 1 J 5 * p P : po w er

The parameters of the original vessel (e.g. L0A,wind attack areas, nominal speed,
nominal engine power, displacement, etc.) were converted by these established formu-
las into the small scaled ship model data:

P a r a m e te r / S h ip d a t a O r ig in a l a n d F u ll M is s io n S im u la t o r S h ip S m a ll S c a le d S im u la to r S h ip

le n g th o v e r a ll [m l 2 1 7 .5 9 .0 6

b e a m [m l 3 2 .2 1 .3 4

d r a u g h t Fn il l l .0 0 .4 6

ru d d e r a re a rm 2: 4 5 .0 0 .0 8
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d isp lacem en t Ft! 4 9 3 0 8 3 .5 7

n o m in al p ow e r Fk w l 1 6 4 4 0 0 .2 4 (10 1

n o m in al sp e ed fk n l 1 8 .9 3 .9

The following equation of motion was used as math model for the ships dynamic:
X=m(ii-rv-xGr2)

Y=m(y+ru+xGf)

N=Ij+mxG(v+ru)

The ships hull forces are normally represented by polynomials based on dimension-
less parameters, for instance in the equation for transverse force Yand yawmomentN
given as the sumof terms with linear components Nr, Nv,Yrand Yvand additional non-
linear terms. Normally these dimensionless parameters could be used also for smaller
ships and it was expected in the beginning to directly take them into account for the
small scaled model. However, the ship database of the SHS was not prepared for such
small power driven ships and accepted 10 kw as minimumpowerinput of a simulator
ship unfortunately. Therefore someextra work has to be done to adjust the ship model
data to this power with the help of the SIMOPT software described below.

By means of a Clarke (e.g. 1983) estimation the hydrodynamic added masses and
the coefficients of the equations of motion were estimated. To acquire the desired simi-
larity in manoeuvring behaviour and the required track similarity these values (e.g.
Xup-dimensionless hydrodynamic added mass in x-direction, Nuv-hydrodynamic lift
coefficient, etc.) were tuned to an acceptable coincidence. To compare the similarity
of the tracks it is helpful to present the results divided by Lpp (length between perpen-
diculars).

2.2. Tuning of Model Using Fast Time Si-
mulation and Assessment Modules

2.2.1. Fast Time Simulation Module SIMOPT

PC-based fast time simulation software was used for the tuning of the small scaled
ship model which wasdeveloped at MSCWoriginally for the tuning of the regular simu-
lator ship models (detailed description in Benedict et. al 2006). This software represents
the same ships dynamic capabilities as the Ship Handling Simulator (SHS) system, ex-
cept for some environmental impact as for instance shallow water, current or banking
effects which are not considered for saving computation time. The programming was
done in MATLABand C+ +. The Advantage and Capabilities of this software is:

à" The Math Model reveals same simulation results as SHS,
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à" It is remarkably faster than "SHS real time simulation " the ratio is up to
1/100,

à" The steering ofsimulatorvessels is done by specific manoeuvre-control settings
/ commandsfor standard procedures and individual manoeuvres.

The following figures show some examples of the SIMOPT interface:
Ifa ship file is loaded the ships main data are displayed (or can be entered for a new

ship).. The hull coefficients are displayed in the centre. Manoeuvrescan be selected
fromthe right top menu.Several options can be chosen from the top menu(Figure 4)
in order to calculate the hull data and other parameters based on methods published
by Clarkel9833 1997 or Oltmann 2003.

CbrtoEiWranSndtfon OtfWutfcn
-S35S

CUrl« Corflld.nii-.

0)1 SEj-iiwi*%á"

å Display SmtfauoofteaftTable
Display Slimiation In Sflndat

1 ;tiw |pｫ*ｫ iｫ  "'{:atd")j"'"""'"";vｫu>y  "  "  �"
i   Jmr*Ordｫ    ;   :     1000

I
I ?  iTn-aUu     '  >  '     x1

1 It  �"._ :; .    ..    .  .

Figure 4: SIMOPTInterface Elements - TopMenus: Figure 5: SIMOPT- Optimising
Detailed Selection of Simulation and Analysis Elements Ship Model Parameters and
from several menus; ManoeuvreCommands(top right) Manoeuvres by Parameter-

as well as Manoeuvre Optimisation criteria Series

Manoeuvrescan be selected from the right top menu.Simulations can be done either
as single run or as simulation series following the principle to be seen in interface Figure 5
for selection of up to 3 Parameter series to be simulated in parallel or sequential for:

à" Simulation parameters, e.g. Manoeuvre series (here 8 rudder angles)
à" Ship Parameters (L, B, T, or others)
à" Hull / force parameters Clarke coefficient, e.g. Nur
à" Environmental data, e.g. wind force
The example in that figure represents a series of 8 rudder angle variations, 6 pa-

rameter changes of Hull yaw momentcoefficient Nurand 5 different wind force condi-
tions - that means in total 8x6x5 =240 simulation runs, given in the bottom line!

During the simulation run the monitoring of simulation process is clearly indicated
e.g. by "coloured bars" in the respective windows at current manoeuvre element.
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2.2.2. Simulation Analysis Module SIMDAT

The specific new"Offline assessment tool" SIMDAT was originally designed at the
MSCWto supply the instructor with semiautomatic assessment of the recorded exercise
data (BENEDICT et al. 2003). The tool allows for a detailed evaluation of the trainees
results, e.g.:

à" by analysing the plotted parameters or more complex data (e.g. the risk levels
for collision avoidance situation) during the exercise or

à" by comparing the ships track steered by the students with reference tracks.
The concept of data evaluation and assessment tool was to evaluate a variety of

different manoeuvres and exercise elements with one commoninterface. During the
evaluation all measurement data are analysed automatically according to selected cri-
teria. Time- and limit- dependent violations are shown in the central window as well
as penalty points according to an exercise specific algorithm are given. Apart from the
evaluation of students training result the tools were used even in waterway investiga-
tion (Benedict et al. 2004).

For the purpose of simulator ships parameter tuning and optimisation of manoeu-
vres this SIMDAT tool was extended:

The Data for the manoeuvring characteristics can nowbe automatically retrieved
for all manoeuvres used for simulator ships tuning

Enhanced Graphic tools are available for displaying various types of results
In the upper graphic of Figure 6 the complete track history of a simulation run is

shown.A slider on the right hand side of the graphic allows for the timely and detailed
analysis of periods during the simulation. The track can be presented in x/y co-ordi-
nates or in geographical co-ordinates.

The lower graphic displays a number of ships data measured during the simulation.
This includes Rudder angle, speed or course information of all ships. All graphics can
be zoomedso that details of the exercise become visible and the graphical data shown
on the surface can be saved and exported for further use.

Depending on the simulated manoeuvretypes several special evaluation algorithms
are used to produce the results for the manoeuvre as shown in resulting graphs and
tables of the particular evaluation.

Additionally to the different graphical presentations specific overviews on the re-
sults are provided when series of manoeuvres have been simulated. This figure shows
a comparison of simulation series results for turning circle with respect to Transfer,
Advance, Diameter, Final Speed and Final ROT. It can be given in tables or in diagrams.
Moreoverthe complete set of ships manoeuvring characteristics can be retrieved as a
basis for the simulator ships manoeuvring documents. For the tuning of the scaled ship
models the track data can be even related to the respective ships length to compare the
scaled models results with the respective data of the same ships original data or data
of the original sized simulator model.
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Figure 6: SIMDAT- Simulation result analysis in plots: Main interface and results for
turning circle series varying rudder angles - Tracksand plots of time histories

2.2.3. Parameter - Optimisation for Ship Model Files

The objective of the parameter optimisation process is to find suitable simulator ship
model files which can be used in the simulator to represent the reference ships' dynamic.
Starting from the ships main data, Basic Ship data files will be generated using simple
methods (e.g. according to CLARKE1983), to have a first estimation of the dynamic
behaviour. By meansof the SIMOPT program the fast time simulation produces various
results of manoeuvring characteristics which are retrieved by SIMDAT and compared
with the manoeuvring characteristics of the reference vessel. By changing the Model-
Parameters the manoeuvring performance of Simulator Ship Model is adjusted. The final
goal is to achieve a ship file with optimised model-parameters to be applicable for train-
ing & research in SHS. The biggest problem is that there are up to 200 parameters and
the effects and tendencies of the changes are not very clear; somechanges mayevenhave
effects which counteract the results of the others. Therefore it is very important to know
about the parameters which have a clear impact on the manoeuvring characteristics. As
anexample for varying one of the Hull parameters here the variation of ships moment
of inertia Iz is given; this parameter is expressed as kzz2 in the database with

L=ki-m-L2

For the demonstration a Parameter-Series of turning circles with Hard Rudder to
Starboard was simulated varying the value of kzz2 (which is initially 0.2) between 0.1
and 0.2 in steps of 0.01. The result in Figure 7 shows a clear effect on the advance of
the turning circle whereas the diameter and the speed loss did not change.

The knowledge of those effects can be used to effectively tune simulator ships to
have manoeuvring characteristics as the reference ships
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Figure 7: Model tuning -Parameter series for changing Momentof Inertia - Turning
circle tracks and speed and extract of characteristic manoeuvring data

2.2.4. Comparison of the ship models -results of the tuning process

The result of the tuning process for the small scaled ship model is to be seen in
Figure 8.

å i

Figure 8: SIMDAT- Comparison ofmanoeuvring track results related to ship length Lpp
for full sized ship (red) and the small scaled ship model (blue):
-Turning circle full rudder - left; Single Turn starboard -2nd left;

-Zig-Zag test Port 1 0°(3rd left), coasting stop (centre); Crash-Stop Testsfromfull
ahead to full astern (right)

The example tracks were taken from the SIMDAT software, which is used as a tool for
manoeuvring data analysis and evaluation. The blue track describes the track of the small
scaled model, the red track the motion of the original sized simulator ship model.
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After having successfully created the ship's model in a scale of 1 :24 in SIMOPT, the
modelwas transferred to MMOCEdatabase in the SHS system at MSCWfor further test
trials. It was found that the full mission simulator showed the same ships characteristics
as the results as achieved by the SIMOPT / SIMDAT software.

This was the prerequisite to undergo the following test trails with the students to
check for the suitability of the small scaled simulator ship approach.

3. Investigations on the Suitability and
effectiveness of small scaled
model Training in Simulators

3.i. Approach for Comparing Training
Results and Trail Setup

3.i.i. Different Sea Areas and Experience
levels in Groups of Trainees

In order to investigate whether the small scaled ship model is applicable for the
shiphandling training three groups of test persons were built. Each group had to com-
plete several voyages through a buoyed waterway identical to the Parallel Course Ma-
noeuvre established for the workshop in the Ship Handling Research and Training
Centre - Ilawa (see Figure 2 and Figure 12). This training area had to be prepared in
the same scale as the ships, i.e. we had one area for the original ship size and one for
the small scaled model. The dimension of the sea areas are:

-original ship model sea area: north - south 7300m = 3.94 nm

west - east 2230m = 1.20nm
-small scaled ship model sea area: north - south 300 m = 0.164 nm

west - east 90m = 0.0485 nm

Most of the trainees did the trips with the small scaled simulator ship model first
and afterwards they used this experience gained to check their training skills on the
large ship, others started with the full sized simulator ship.

The concept is to compare all these groups in order to find out whether they are
able to transfer the skills theyhad gathered with the small scaled ship to manoeuvrethe
original sized vessel. Additionally the impact of the level of information to the trainees
should be investigated: the test situations for the groups differ in the level of guidance
and information they either got provided or had to be prepared by themselves.
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Group 1 - so-called beginners- they did not get any information or manoeuvring
parameters of the ship model, they had to steer through this buoyed waterway
without any preparation.
Group 2 - so-called experienced users -they performed a Course-Change-Test
for measuring the overswing angley 0 and determined graphically the course
change distance Xcby meansof the track figures of turning circles. On the basis
of these values they prepared themselves and planned the manoeuvrebefore-
hand.

Group 3 - so-called informed users - they got provided all necessary parameters
onpaper documents, they used existing Course-Change-Diagrams to plan their
passage.

The following scheme shows the differences between the groups:

D ata p ro vid ed a s G R O U P 1 G R O U P 2 G R O U P 3
g u id a n ce fo r th e te sts B e gin n ers E xp erien ced u sers In fo rm e d u se rs

ov ersw in g an g le p erfo rm ed C ou rse - C h an g e- P rov isio n o f

y o T e st to m e asu re p aram eters C o u rse -C h a n ge -
in d ivid u ally D ia gram

co u rse ch an g e d istan ce d ete rm in ed g ra ph ically P rov isio n o f
X . 7 3 0 0 m = 3 .94 n m w ith tracks of tu rn in g circles for C o u rse- C h a n ge -

d iff. cou rse ch a n ge s D ia gram

Each group has to pass the track four times at a preset speed of2 kn, equivalent of
Half Ahead of the original simulator ship model.

3.1.2. Results fromCourse-change-testAs
information for the trainees

Results of a course change test are suitable information for voyage planning: This
test was developed by Nomoto (see also Benedict 1987) to support ships in course
changes e.g. in a given lane width. The following parameters are useful:

course change distance Xc for wheel-over-point
overswing-angley 0 to apply for counter rudder action before having reached
the final course

The following test procedures can be applied for the trails to acquire the necessary
data:

The ship approaches to the test with constant speed and steady course. Then fol-
lowing actions will be taken:
-applyinitial rudder angled, , e.g.d, = 10°
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-keep until a certain change of heading, e.g. *PC= 45°; then apply counter rudder
dc =10° PT until rate of turn =0

-rudder midships and steady course; - final course-change-angle is to measure
e.g. =31°

-calculate over-swing-angle: yV0 =x¥F -xi'c =56° -45° =11°

Course change
distance Xc

Steady final course

Counter rudder to check
turning before final
cours e

Wheel over point.
Initial rodder action

Approaching Vessel 5j= 10° STB

Figure 9: Standard course change manoeuvreand data for manoeuvreplanning (left);
Procedure ofa Course Change Test, relevantparameters and actions (right)

This can be repeated for different course changes and/or rudder angles.
The course change distance Xccan be determined graphically by using the track

figure of a certain turning circle (Figure 10). The planned course has to be applied as
a tangent to the turning circle.

C ou rse C h an g e D Ia g ra m lO '/H m o *P o rt             �"=
E li^ ^ ^ ^ ^ M s

/ ' s

!

8
i

tfctw ngAngl.tt -
/ / '

ｻx iｫ r.g. .nB l. O

Figure 1 0: Simplified Estimation ofXC
from tangent to the related turning circle

0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Figure 1 1 : Course change diagram
-Student Results of the trails with the

small scaled ship model
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The results of overswing-angley 0 and course change distance Xcwill be plotted in
adiagram versus final course change angle (Figure ll). This diagram can be used for
voyage planning according to the planned final course change at a waypoint.

3.2. Results and Analysis of the Test Trials

While performing their voyage through the buoyed waterway the students' results
of the different groups were being logged. Data recorded includes track, rate of turn,
rudder angle, engine orders. By means of the SIMDAT software these logged sessions
can be evaluated and analysed for research purpose. Figure 12 presents an overview of
SIMDAT software interface and the track in the small sea area layout.

Options Maps/Objects Slmdat Evaluation Info

-Data Characteristics-
End of data acquisition: Wed May 232007 17:3544
Situation file: DARWB 0u1_B3 Ws
Situation Area: 79 Mini Baltic
Simulation Period " 1 s
Availablesimulation data : 1 Own Ship(s)

0 Traffic Shlp(s) 1 0 Helicopters)

p OwnShips- Traffi c/H el icopte r -

Dlsnlw Onlions - Track-
\'J\ Lai /ton Track     g] Fuli Track
pMarkerevery QcT] minutes ftCurrentSensor
Q Time every '1 0 minut&s   S3 t>fspla¥ Lfri5S
f"jShape every lO ftiin'Jtes   [ Display Now
Display OptionsOVWSHPS

@ Rudder Angle...
[J Rudder Angle...
å¡ Rudder Cmd Port
QRudlter Cmdab
å¡EOT Port
fJEOT Sb

jj RPM Port
P'jRPM SIb
ijPitch Port
hwch SB)

i ~iRoiiangle

Coui se
Heading

|No_ExtraJ)ata

Additional Data-

0:Speed
å¡Speed o. Ground
pj Prtch angle
å¡ HeadUg
Q COUfSB
~JRate or Turn (t..
å¡ Rafcuf Turn tar)
nThiusler i Cmd
:"jW«ster 1 Thr...

!~j Thtuster 2 Graf

ri ThfMSler 2 7hr...

j"~]BenK Distance P..

3On:

HELI
ji J Speed
j"~l Cour se
f J Heatftng

track of1

5«)05

54.0Q45
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37:SS n*
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Figure 12: SIMDATinterface with data ofa complete test run ofa parallel course
manoeuvrewith the small scaled ship model - track with buoy system layout
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The voyage with the ship model through the buoyed waterway takes 40 minutes
onaverage. In contrast the samepassage with the original sized ship takes nearly three
hours.

According to the training effect an improvement of the trainees' performance can
be seen during the course of the track (Figure 13) : Particularly from the second to the
fourth passage the test person seems to become acquainted with the manoeuvrability
of the ship model. While performing the exercise the students had someproblems in
considering the overswing angle in case they had to change starboard and port theo-
retically on the way downfrom north to south.

å |A
å A

Figure 1 3: Analysis ofa track result of an experienced user (from Group 2) with the
small scaled ship model: Complete track (left) and the separate passages from start (2nd

left) to the last passage (right)

Additional to the track figures the improvement can be seen also in the data figure
of the rudder angle versus time (Figure 14). During the last passage the rudder com-
mandsand angles respectively reduced to a maximumvalue of 20°-25°, the first passage
weresteered only with hard rudder angles.
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Figure 15: Analysis of test run of an Experienced user (from Group 2) with the original
sized ship model: Complete track (left) and rudder angle plot ofthefirstpassage (right)

The voyage with the original sized model had to be reduced to half of the passages
they had to do with the small scaled model, but even though this took 82 minutes.
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There were approximately no deviation from the ideal course, The data figure dis-
plays also no higher rudder angles than 25° for steering through the buoyed water-
way.

This result clearly indicates that the experiences made with the model could be
transferred to the original scaled ship.

4. Findings and Conclusions

The investigation of the suitability of small scaled ship models for training in Simu-
lators has led to the following conclusions:

It was possible to model a simulator ship with the same manoeuvring characteristic
as a 2500 TEU container vessel in a smaller scale 1 :24 successfully. Some extra efforts
werenecessary because the training area and the buoys had to be scaled, too.

Small scaled model ships could be used on very small bridges only because other-
wise the ship might be smaller than the simulator bridge dimensions which imposes
someproblems with the visual perception; specifically suitable these small ships are on
the ILT stations for basic training of manoeuvring aspects.

The most important advantage is the reduction of training time which was about
five times less. Whereas for the small model four passages could be done in 40 min the
duration for halfofthe program with 2 passages took 90 min for the original sized vessel
model. The results clearly indicate that the students' experiences made with the small
scaled model could be transferred to the original scaled ship. More detailed investiga-
tion will follow this short overview during students master thesis.
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